This report develops the equations of motion for a differential roll projectile configuration with seven degrees of freedom. The dynamic equations are generated generically such that the forward and aft components are mass unbalanced. A hydrodynamic bearing exists between the forward and aft components, which couples the roll degree of freedom. A simulation investigation shows that bearing resistance and forward/aft body mass ratio are the dominant factors in determining the roll dynamics. For spin rates typical of fin-stabilized projectiles, the trajectory is essentially independent of both bearing resistance and mass ratio.
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Introduction
Compared to conventional munitions, smart munitions involve more design requirements due to additional sensors and control mechanisms. These additional components must seek to minimize the weight and space impact on the overall projectile design so that desired target effects can still be achieved with the weapon. The inherent design conflict between standard projectile design considerations and new requirements imposed by sensors and control mechanisms has led designers to consider more complex geometric configurations. One such configuration is the differential roll projectile. This projectile configuration is comprised of forward and aft components. The forward and aft components are connected through a bearing, which allows the forward and aft portions of the projectile to spin at different rates. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the differential roll projectile cotiguration. 
Equation (2) is the rotation kinematic differential equations that relate time derivatives of the Euler angles with angular velocity components in the fixed-plane reference frame. As shown in equation (5), the total applied force on the complete configuration is provided by the weight of both the forward and aft bodies (w) and air loads (A).
(5)
.
The weight portion of the external loads is given by equation (6), 3 while the aerodynamic force contribution is given by equation (7),
The longitudinal and lateral aerodynamic angles of attack are computed using equation (8).
(6) (7)
The aerodynamic coefficients in equation (7) are functions of local Mach number at the projectile mass center. They are computed using linear interpolation from a table of data. The aerodynamic forces and moments are assumed to act solely on the forward body.
The right side of the rotation kinetic equations contains the externally applied moments on both the forward and aft bodies. The external moment components on the forward body are given by equation (9) and contain contributions from steady (sp3 and unsteady (us) aerodynamics.
(9)
The steady body aerodynamic moment is computed by a cross between the distance vector from the center of gravity to the center of pressure, and the steady body aerodynamic force vector. The
The unsteady body aerodynamic moment provides a damping source for projectile angular motion and is given by equation (10).
Air density is computed using the center of gravity position o:
atmosphere [2] .
(10) '* the projectile using the standard
Simulation Example
In order to exercise the math model discussed previously, consider a 6-ft long, 120~lb
projectile. The forward body is fin stabilized and the aft body is an internal circular cylinder. 
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and 0.01 ft-lbf/rps. In Figure 12 , the lowest trace is the response of the aft body for the lowest value of bearing resistance. The upper trace is the forward body roll response. For a bearing resistance coefficient of 0.00005, the aft body roll response is essentially the same as the forward body since both bodies rapidly couple in the roll axis. Figure 13 shows the roll rate trace for this simulation set. It is interesting that for lower values of bearing resistance, the aft body roll rate overshoots the forward body roll rate before settling. Figures 14 and 15 show the roll angle and roll rate response of forward and aft bodies under the same conditions as the previous case, except the mass ratio is now 50% rather than 1%.
While the basic character of the roll response is the same, the aft body roll angle, and hence roll rate, build up relatively slowly due to the increase in aft body inertia. lower values of bearing resistance produce slower roll response in the aft body. For larger splits in the forward and aft body roll rates, the trajectory begins to change as a function of bearing resistance owning to the fact that the roll response is sensitive to bearing resistance. In particular, Figure 17 shows the cross range under these circumstances. While the spray in the trajectory is only on the order of 10 m, it points to the fact that if the forward and aft bodies possess substantially different initial roll rates, the trajectory becomes a function of bearing resistance.
Figures 19-22 show system response under the same conditions as Figures 16-19 , except now the mass ratio is varied. Figure 22 shows the roll rate response. Due to aft body inertia changes, the roll response varies significantly with mass ratio. Subsequently, the trajectory begins to vary as well. Similar to the previous case, the trajectory spray is on the order of 10 m;
this shows that trajectory of configurations with forward and aft bodies operating at significantly different roll rates is a function of the mass ratio. 
Conclusions
The equations of motion for a differential roll projectile configuration with seven degrees of freedom have been developed and exercised. The dynamic equations allow the forward and aft bodies to be mass unbalanced. A hydrodynamic bearing between the forward and aft components couples the roll degrees of freedom. Bearing resistance and fo~ard/aft body mass ratio are the dominant factors in determining the roll dynamics. For spin rates typical of fm-stabilized projectiles, the trajectory is essentially independent of both bearing resistance and mass ratio. However, for configurations with the forward and aft components operating at significantly different roll rates, the trajectory depends on the mass ratio and bearing resistance. 
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The rotation kinetic differential equations are derived by first writing the Euler equations for the forward and aft bodies separately. These equations are expressed in the fixed-plane reference frame are general, and allow for a fully populated inertia matrix and mass unbalance. Equations (A-2), (A-3), and (A-4) are substituted into both sets of rotation kinetic equations for the forward and aft bodies. At this point, both sets of equations still have unknown constraint moments at the bearing connection point. To eliminate the bearing constraint moments in the y and z direction in the fixed-plane coordinate system, the y and z components of the rotation kinetic equations for the forward and aft bodies are added together to form two dynamic equations that are free of constraint moments. In this way, the constraint moments at the bearing have been eliminated analytically.
The forward and aft bodies are connected through a hydrodynamic bearing. The moment transmitted across a hydrodynamic bearing can be modeled as viscous damping.' The constitutive relation governing the consh-aint moment transmitted across a hydrodynamic bearing is given by Equation (B-l).
(B-1)
If the viscous damping coefficient, c, , equals zero, then the forward and aft body connection is frictionless.
The effective inertia matrix is a 4 x 4 matrix that is a combination of the inertia mauices of both the forward and aft bodies. As 
